Dynamic Line Rating - Technologies and Challenges of PMU on Overhead Lines: A Survey
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Abstract—This article reviews direct and indirect methods developed for dynamic line rating on overhead lines, and their applications (reduction of bottlenecks, congestion costs, load shedding, among others) in the operation and control of power systems as smart grid technology. Besides, four elements for line rating computation and monitoring are identified, these are: sensors, communications, management information system and information analysis tools, which are part of integral dynamic line rating systems. Finally, the benefits and challenges of using phasor measurement units for real time capacity estimation on overhead lines are analyzed, highlighting the impact of weather changes along the entire line.

Index Terms—Dynamic Line Rating (DLR), Overhead Line (OHL), Phasor Measurement Units (PMU), Smart grids

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of information technologies, smart grids and Phasor Measurement Units (PMU) in the electric systems the evolution of SCADA system is a reality, allowing monitoring, control, assessment, diagnose and analyze energy systems in real-time.

In spite of these developments, the new dynamic of electric systems as result of the penetration of renewable energy, electric vehicles, energy storage, demand management, among other things, has resulted in network assets (including Overhead lines-OHL) operating close to the maximum operation limits, including thermal capacity. In the operation of power systems two thermal limits for OHL have been defined, the first one is related to transient state, it is used for short overloads or contingencies that might occur during system operating and it is defined by a relationship between maximum current and time. The second limit is used for steady state conditions and it restricts the maximum current intensity flow through the conductor for an indefinite period of time. These two limits depend on weather, current intensity, mechanical and thermal properties of the conductor and the geometric characteristics along the OHL. These thermal restrictions have to be considered in the operation and control of power systems, for contingency management, safe and economical operation, maintenance and expansion plans, as shown in Figure 1. These thermal limits have been commonly fixed based on worst weather conditions (called static line rating -SLR), with the aim of guarantee high system reliability through the OHL life-cycle.

In order to push OHL capacity limits, four asset renewal techniques are proposed: uprating, upgrading, refurbishment and expansion [1]. Within uprating solutions is dynamic line rating (DLR), which has the advantages of low investments, null environmental impact and fast implementation. For instance, in [2] it is reported that the cost of implementing a DLR system is quickly compensated by the savings of reducing congestion, when wind generators penetrated the grid. DLR technology also known as Real Time Thermal Rating RTTR establishes dynamic limits to OHL according to weather variations, and it is considered as a solution to the challenges facing the operation and control of power systems (Figure 1), as result of congestion, bottlenecks and the need for high reliability levels, for existents and future energy systems [3], [4], since DLR has the ability to optimize the conductor ampacity through real time information analysis based on weather conditions. In [5], [6], [7] an increase of 10 − 30% is reported in OHL capacity when DLR is used, especially where high renewable energy sources have been included to generation.

The first DLR applications were based on estimations of historical climate reports from weather stations [5]. With these estimations the line rating was fixed for different seasons and hours throughout the year. With the passing of time, different and novel DLR technologies have been developed seeking improving OHL, pushing its stable and transient thermal limits during the operation states of power systems, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1. DLR Applications in the operation and control of power systems
Some surveys about DLR had been presented. The first DLR state of the art summited [8] summarized the technologies for calculating DLR. Afterwards, in [9] a review and evaluation of direct technologies for DLR is presented. In [10], it is made a review of DLR for wind power integration. Finally, in [11] a survey about forecasting for DLR is undertaken. Seeing that, in this article a review of application of DLR in power systems is carried out, moreover, the main elements of a DLR system are identified and the challenges of PMU as DLR method are addressed. This paper is organized as follow, in section II the background of DLR on OHL is presented. Section III described the different methods used to calculate line capacity. Section IV summarizes the application of DLR on power systems and smart grids, and identify the elements to implement this technology. Finally, section V analyzes the use and challenges that face PMU for DLR, emphasizing on weather changes along OHL.

II. BACKGROUND

Dynamic rating methods have been applied to transformers, cables, OHL and terminal equipment [12] with the aim of optimizing the economic dispatching, reliability and future investments. OHL conductors have high thermal constants [6], and thus, these elements reach their thermal limits faster. Besides, OHL are more exposed to weather changes. For these reasons, DLR has been focused and applied mainly to OHLs, because it is the first element that limits the power transmission when weather or operating conditions change.

Maximum power transfer in transmission lines is fixed based on the next three limits: stability, thermal and mechanical. The stability limit commonly restricts the maximum power for high voltage and long lines and it depends on the line impedance. The thermal limit is a constrain that refers to the loss of thermal and mechanical properties as result of overheating. Finally, the mechanical limit applies for OHL and it is defined by the minimum distance between conductor and ground; this usually limits the current intensity for short and medium OHL [13]. For instance, in studies carried out in Korean transmission systems [14], the capacity in OHL is defined by the temperature that exceed the mechanical limit and not the thermal limit (loss of mechanical and thermal properties).

Different technologies have been developed in the last years with the objective of measure weather and mechanical variables, required for accurate DLR [15]. With these developments line ratings have been increased. OHLs change its mechanical parameters as a result of weather and current intensity variations. This behavior is reflected in the increase or decrease of line length, altering the distances to ground in each span, putting at risk the system and the elements that are locate around, if the maximum sag is exceed. In fact, just one span can limit the OHL rating and this is defined commonly as critical span. For online monitoring this critical span different devices and technologies are available [7], [16], [17].

Figure 3 shows the estimation methodologies for DLR on OHL proposed by CIGRE [18] when the capacity is limited by conductor elongation (mechanical limit). This procedure includes technologies (directs and indirect) used for computing the average conductor temperature. United Kingdom and USA have developed methodologies for establishing the conductor operating temperature based on weather measurements obtained from weather stations nearby to OHL [19].

For implementing DLR systems is necessary to determine the optimal number and location of monitoring devices, this is defined based on line design, climate statistics and weather models, with the aim of identifying critical spans along the
OHL [20], increasing the system capacity and reliability. Reference [21] shows that increasing on the number of weather stations can decrease the system reliability given the large number of measurements errors, requiring using error minimization techniques.

III. CONDUCTOR TEMPERATURE CALCULATION

The capacity on OHL is determined for the maximum temperature inside the conductor and the maximum sag that can put at risk the system. The temperature depends on the current intensity and the ability of the conductor to transfer heat to the environment, as result of energy balance process. This heat transfer phenomenon depends of the conductor characteristics, the weather and the dynamic behavior of the load. Thus, for computing OHL capacity two measurement methods are used [5], [18], the first one is defined as indirect method and it is based on measurement from weather stations nearby to the line or in climate reports. The second method is called direct and it is based on measurements of mechanical tension (\(H\)), conductor temperature (\(T_S\)) or sag (\(D\)) (Figure 3).

A. Indirect Methods

CIGRE and IEEE [22], [23] have developed analytical methodologies and standards for computing conductor temperature in stable and transient state, based on the weather and heat balance equations. For estimating this temperature, it is necessary to know some weather variables (ambient temperature \(T_a\), wind speed and direction \(v\), and solar radiation \(S\)), conductor characteristics and current intensity (\(i\)). All these variables are related through heat transfer equations. Alternatively, Finite Element Method can be used with the aim of calculating the thermal rating of OHL [24] and cables [25], taking into account load variations. For this methodology it is necessary more computational resources that analytical methods and the previous knowing of convection and radiation coefficients of the line or cable.

Reference [2] analyses the influence of different weather variables on OHL rating, additionally, it carry out a sensitivity analysis, which concluded that wind speed and direction has the highest impact on line current capacity. In [26] finite arithmetic method for minimizing errors in rating estimation is applied, having into account the high variation in the uncertainty of the measurements and in the heat transfer model. In [27] the temperature error over OHL rating based on heat transfer models is analyzed and it is determined that for low wind speed, high radiation levels, low current intensities and high ambient temperatures the error in the estimation of rating is higher.

B. Direct Methods

Different technologies are used as direct methods for DLR. The first one involved temperature sensors over conductors of OHL [5], thereafter, different devices for direct measurement of mechanical and thermal variables were developed [18]. These methods computing online the average conductor temperature of a line section or span (commonly a critical span) without needing of knowing weather variables or current intensity. Direct methods have more precision compared with indirect methods. However, recent years have seen a tendency to used hybrid measurements [28] (direct and indirect) with the aim of improve the reliability of online OHL rating estimation. The advantage of the hybrid method is that it gets accurate results for the entire OHL at low costs, without using direct measurements in all spans (just in critical sags).

Reference [28] analysis the different direct methods for DLR, where the advantages and disadvantages of each method are addressed through calculation of standard deviations in the computing of line capacity, concluding that the method that has the best performance is which measured directly OHL sag (\(D\)).

IV. DLR IN POWER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND SMART GRIDS

DLR is used in power systems analysis as smart grid technology, it seeks to optimize the system, increasing reliability, and on-line rating monitoring using information technologies.

A. Power Systems

The economic dispatch can be changed using DLR on OHL, with the aim of reducing losses and/or generation costs. In [6] DC load flow algorithm is implemented seeking optimizing the distributed generation, resulting in improvements when DLR is compared with SLR; this algorithm was tested in different operation scenarios. In [29] a similar analysis was made, concluding that for the German power system, it is not necessary to reduce generation or load shedding because of line congestion when renewable sources are integrated, if DLR is used; this study was based on weather forecast and historic load profiles.

In [21] a Markov model for a transmission system including DLR is presented. The annual variation of DLR limits is represented by means of fuzzy equivalent, with the aim of accounting the failure rate and the repair time of DLR measuring devices. This model is tested on a power system and it seeks to analyze its reliability when load shedding is optimized. The optimization is done with DC load flows. A load shedding strategy for power systems is presented in [30], considering DLR limits. This strategy consists in analyzing the congestion in a power system, considering a multi-objective problem, where the objective functions are the minimization of load shedding and the maximization of reliability. The load flows are solved using Newton Raphson method. In [31] the uncertainty product of error in weather forecast models for DLR are analyzed, with the purpose of compute the amount and location of power that must be re-dispatched. Within this analysis a reduction in operation costs was achieved. In summary, system optimization is possible when DLR is implemented, because line capability constrains due to mechanical limit are commonly increased.

B. Integrated DLR Systems, a Smart Grid Application

The integrated DLR systems (iDLRS) have the main characteristic of measure a set of weather and/or mechanical
variables, in order to compute OHL rating. This new limit is sent and storage in SCADA system. Thus, system operators can take this information and analyze it, seeking to optimize the lines capacity and modifying the load flows.

Due to the benefits of including iDLRS in the operation of the system, different technologies have emerged. In [3] is analyzed Distributed Temperature System (DTS), which is used for online temperature monitoring in different sections of a transmission cable. The temperature is measured with optic fiber located along the conductor. With these measurements is estimated the cable capacity based on hot spots, allowing the implementation of an iDLRS.

In [32] a hybrid model called Tension and Ampacity Monitoring System (TAM) is presented. This model estimates the wind speed, conductor temperature and line rating, from measurements of mechanical tension, ambient temperature, solar radiation and current intensity. Additionally, TAM estimates the conductor fatigue thought a self-calibration process between mechanical tension and conductor temperature, since, this fatigue influences the OHL capacity. Finally, TAM system allows to compute DLR having into account the conductor fatigue.

iDLRS systems are composed of different layers. For RTTR in underground transmission cables four elements have been defined [3]: sensors, measurement devices, software for data analysis and SCADA system to integrate the information. Based on cable DLR systems and technologies developed, for OHL can be identified the next layers: sensing and measuring, communications, management information system and analysis and optimization. To illustrate, Figure 4 shows the layers of iDLRS for OHL within a grid.

V. PMU FOR DYNAMIC LINE RATING

Among the multiples applications of PMU in the operation, control and monitoring or power systems is DLR. This device has the advantages of providing an overview of conductor temperature ($T_S$), and to have an existing infrastructure capable to guarantee the functioning and reliability of an iDLRS at low cost, due to have the four layers defined in the previous chapter. For implementing this technology is necessary to estimate the electrical parameters of OHL, from voltage ($v$) and current ($i$) measurements. Afterward, this information must be sent to SCADA or EMS (Energy Management System).

DLR by means of PMU is based on the change of electrical parameters (Resistance $R$ and capacitance $C$) as result of weather variations. From $R$, the average conductor temperature can be computed, because in electrical conductors the resistance change with frequency, average current density and temperature [22]. For DLR applications the frequency is constant, the current density depends of conductor characteristics and the load flow, and finally, the temperature depends on conductor losses and weather conditions. The capacitance method considers the relation between $C$ and sag, due to the influence of ground clearances in the distribution of electrical field. In [33], it is used the average sag, computed from the capacitance and resistance for calculating line rating; alternatively, in [34] the sag is calculated from resistance. Because of the nature of measurements errors, which are propagated due to the measures are indirect, estimation techniques have been applied for DLR when PMU measurements are used, with the aim of minimize the error, using distributed [35] and $\pi$ [36] line models.

Figure 5 shows an overview of DLR based on $\pi$ line model estimated from PMU, where $R, L, C$ parameters change in function of the average temperature ($T_S$), line length ($\ell$) and sag ($D$). The measurements for estimating conductor rating are ($v$) and ($i$) in each line end. This method faces challenges when weather conditions ($T_a, \bar{v}, D$) fluctuate along the line and/or the OHL has multiple conductors with different resistivities, considering that $R$ and $C$ parameters only compute the average temperature along the line. In [37], PMU application for DLR is compared with other methods, where average temperature is estimated along OHL; this temperature varied on average 5°C compared with temperatures measured on hot spots (commonly critical spans). In [38] the weather variations along OHL are having into account when PMU is used, estimating the resistances for each line section from weather, and therefore, the conductor temperature. Finally, the sum of all resistances is forced to be equal to the resistance estimated from PMU.

Given that, the coldest and warmest line sections, or true temperature in critical spans cannot identify when only PMU measurements are used. Thus, this method can put at risk
the system. To meet this challenge and take advantage of PMU infrastructure, it is necessary combined PMU measures with other direct or indirect measurements. An option is to combine PMU method with weather reports and forecasting. Actually, models with resolutions of the order of 1 km are available for using in DLR [11]. This resolution is enough for the majority of distances between tensioning towers or ruling spans. However, the use of weather models included high errors in the computing of variables comparing with PMU measurements errors. For this reason, it is recommended to apply error minimizing techniques and to develop algorithms for estimating the conductor temperature in each line span for thermal steady and unsteady state.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

DLR has increased its use because it allows optimizing and increasing the reliability of OHL, in the operation and control of power systems, reducing costs related to OHL congestion, bottlenecks, future investments and environmental impacts.

In this article was identified four main elements for idLDRs in available techniques. By mean of these elements, online OHL rating monitoring is possible, achieving improvements in the operation and control of power systems.

From knowledge of $R$ and $C$ parameters is possible to compute the average span and average conductor temperature of the entire line using PMU, as long as, the weather conditions don’t change along the conductor, this rarely occurs. For this reason, models that take into account the monitoring of critical spans or line sections with unfavorable weather conditions joint with PMU are necessary, using state estimation techniques, seeking minimize errors in the different measurements, thus, increasing the reliability of the system.
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